SDI Breakthrough in burn recovery

Synopsis of full document:
The number of people suffering serious burns in the U.S. each year is staggering. To date, there is no known
"cure" for severe third-degree burns. In fact, by medical definition, third degree burns cannot heal. The
purpose of the proposed study is to assess whether subliminal distant influentiality (SDI) processed by
originator and experienced SDI practitioner, Mr. Philip Savage, may physically benefit people with severe firerelated burns (third degree), and if so, whether this technology can be effectively taught to others.
By scientifically demonstrating the validity of Subliminal Distant Influentiality (SDI) in the treatment of severe
burn victims (Phase I), we may provide a remarkable potential to respond successfully to human disasters of
all kinds in a way that far exceeds all current clinical and medical capacities of even the richest and most
advanced nations. We propose to test this life-saving response capability which we call, Holophylactic
Emergency Action Response Team (H.E.A.R.T.) in Phase II. In Phase III of the study, we will test the ability of
Philip Savage, the originator of the science of subliminal influentiality, to teach others how to apply SDI in the
recovery of thousands of victims suffering third degree burns from human disaster scenarios.
Holophylactics is not another form of cares or therapy, proper, but an entirely new scientific domain of its
own. In case of dramatic and protracted exposure to flames (or nuclear heat, in another context) holophylactic
cares consist of bypassing the unconscious, yet self-destructive, immunological and physiological responses of
the human body. That is why time is of such dramatic importance. In order to override the response of deeper
layers of the Central Nervous System (CNS) in time for success, the "holophylactician" must intervene within
hours (less than one hour, actually to obtain results close to 100%). This critical concern regarding time frame
only exists in severe burn scenarios. In other various catastrophic situations, holophylactic assistance remains
an option weeks after the disaster has happened.
Mr. Savage has written:
All living things and processes are interactively imbedded into higher planes of psycho-and bio-unity. It is
only people's cultural conditioning and the reductionistic systems of beliefs that have been forced upon
them throughout their childhood which keep them from accessing to their higher self and greater
consciousness. If people could understand the true nature of their pluridimensional situation and unfreeze
their inherent ability to realign themselves with another plane of higher reality, there would be, indeed,
very few existential accidents which they could not quickly and efficiently resolve. Very fortunately, those
abilities are not really dead within people, but only dormant. Quite often, they can be unfrozen and
reactivated under proper teaching and appropriate training after one has experienced them, firsthand, from
an external source. Which brings us to the best practical aspect of holophylactics: Its absolute "provability"
according to the strictest scientific standards and its beautiful simplicity that makes it accessible even to
nonscientific personnel.
The foremost benefit of the proposed research study is to make as many people as possible aware of the
existence, validity and value of SDI and the Holophylactic Emergency Action Response Team (H.E.A.R.T.) to
assist in global human crises. Prior to such experimentation, no one could have ever imagined the dramatic
and phenomenal possibilities already available to humankind. When proven to the larger scientific
community, the science of SDI would constitute the means by which humanity will have a chance to survive
and even benefit from any future natural disaster.

